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They combine an intense and refined taste with a 
bouquet of unique aromas, bringing us to new 
heights of sublime pleasure.

All 9 flavours are a joy to sample and savour. 
Succumb to the sweetest sin, a delight beyond 
belief.

Our Cioccolate come from a blend of the finest 
cocoa beans in Ghana and the Ivory Coast.

9 

HOT 
CHOCOLATES 

Single 
40g portion 
packet 



Hot chocolates 
Collection

Dive into the sensory experience and 
start tasting our collection of 9 delights, 

from the rich to the velvety.





The Flavours
Surprising, decadent and enticing

as only Intensho chocolates can be

For a complete list of ingredients and allergens, please review the pertinent documentation we'll provide.



1 Vegan fondente 6 Nocciola

7 Mou

8 Cocco

9 Frutti di bosco

2 Fondente

3 Latte

4 Bianco

5 Gianduja



Hot chocolate 
with Chocolate Maker

Hot chocolate 
Fondente 400g

Latte 400g

You can pour the 400 gram package of Fondente or Latte chocolate in the 
machine and add the Fragrances later, when the beautifully molten 

chocolate is coming out, to offer your guest the most delicious flavours.

package 400g.



The Fragrances
Add the enveloping aroma of our exquisite 
sauces to Fondente or Latte chocolate to make 
them even more luscious.

1 Antonella

2 Mou

3 Cocco

4 Frutti di bosco



VEGAN
DARK

Cod. Art. IN0149

Single 40g 
portion packet

Single packet preparation

The captivating purity of chocolate

1 Vegan Fondente





DARK
Cod. Art. IN0150

Cod. Art. IN0144

Package 400g.

Chocolate Maker preparation

The soulful vigor of chocolate

Single 40g 
portion packet

Single packet preparation

package
product

lactosefree
milk

lactosefree
product

+ =

2 Fondente



DARK



MILK
Cod. Art. IN0151

Cod. Art. IN0142

Package 400g.

Single 40g 
portion packet

Chocolate Maker preparation

Single packet preparation

The old fashioned freshness of milk

3 Latte





WHITE
Cod. Art. IN0148

Single 40g 
portion packet

Single packet preparation

The delicate smoothness for all ages

4 Bianco





GIANDUJA
Cod. Art. IN0152

ANTONELLA

To get the Gianduja chocolate, it's possible to use the 400 g package of Fondente chocolate 
and add the Antonella fragrance as the mix comes out. 

Cod. Art. IN0144
Package 400g.

+
Fragrance FONDENTE

Cod. Art. IN0174

package
product

lactosefree
milk

lactosefree
product

+ =

Single 40g 
portion packet

Chocolate Maker preparation

Single packet preparation

The old recipe in its exceptional taste

5 Gianduja





Hazelnut
Cod. Art. IN0153

ANTONELLA

To get the hazelnut chocolate, it's possible to use the 400 g package of La�e chocolate 
and add the Antonella fragrance as the mix comes out. 

Cod. Art. IN0142

+
Cod. Art. IN0174

Fragrance LATTE

Package 400g.

Single 40g 
portion packet

Chocolate Maker preparation

Single packet preparation

The classic sweetness of italian hazelnuts

6 Nocciola





MOU
Cod. Art. IN0154

MOU

To get the Mou chocolate, it's possible to use the 400 g package of La�e chocolate and 
add the Mou fragrance as the mix comes out. 

Cod. Art. IN0142

+
Cod. Art. IN0175

Package 400g.

Single 40g 
portion packet

Chocolate Maker preparation

Single packet preparation

The soft elegance of caramel

Fragrance LATTE

7 Mou





Coconut
Cod. Art. IN0155

COCCO

To get the coconut chocolate, it's possible to use the 400 g package of La�e chocolate and 
add the Cocco fragrance as the mix comes out. 

Cod. Art. IN0142

+
Cod. Art. IN0173

LATTE

Package 400g.

Single 40g 
portion packet

Chocolate Maker preparation

Single packet preparation

The marvelous exotic taste

Fragrance

8 Cocco





Wild
Berries

Cod. Art. IN0156

Frutti di bosco

To get the wild berries chocolate, it's possible to use the 400 g package of Fondente 
chocolate and add the Fru� di bosco fragrance as the mix comes out. 

Cod. Art. IN0144Cod. Art. IN0176

+
FONDENTE

Package 400g.

Single 40g 
portion packet

Chocolate Maker preparation

Single packet preparation

The finest expression of natural sweetness

Fragrance

9 Frutti di bosco





How to prepare

Whisk the content of the 
packet with 125 ml of milk 
until mixed (use water for 
Vegan Dark) and bring to a 

boil under the steam wand of 
your espresso machine.

 
SINGLE PORTION CHOCOLATE MAKER 

Disperse the product in one 
liter of water, pour the mix in 

the chocolate maker and 
bring the temperature up to 
82-85°C ; then bring it down 
again to approximately 65°C.

You can add the chosen 
Frangrance to the chocolate 
when it's coming out of the 

In order to prepare a cup of chocolate with fragrance you can use 
400 g of Fondente chocolate and Latte chocolate and add the 

preferred fragrance into the output mixture.



LEGEND

GLUTEN-FREE

LACTOSE-FREE

CERTIFIED VEGAN OK

CERTIFIED KOSHER

CERTIFIED HALAL CORRECT

Single 40g 
portion packet  
Box of 10x40g

400g Pack
Box of 10x400g

Carton of milk

LA
T

TE

The information herein are reserved to professionals, buyer and clients, not 
directed at the �inal customer.
Data and characteristics are subject to change at any moment and without 
any prior notice. The present catalog has exclusively informative value.

Tecnoblend Srl reserves the right to delete or change the articles presented 
in this catalog for any reason, technical or commercial, without giving prior 
notice. Any reproduction of its contents, total or partial, is forbidden 
without prior written consent by Tecnoblend Srl.

Note Legali



 
Merchandising

Intensho has created branded 
merchandise for in-store displays
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Sidewalk display sign

Personalised cup and plate set

Countertop or 
wall display

Chocolate maker

Wooden menu holder

Wooden countertop display



Zona industriale JESCE sn
75100 Matera (MT) Italy
tel. +39 0835 336878

email: info@intensho.it
Azienda Lean Thinking

Intensho is a registered 
trademark property of 

Tecnoblend srl

Tecnoblend srl

www.intensho.it How to find us
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